SONGWRITING
WORKSHOP

Songwriter’s Workshop

About John Hurlbut

The songwriter’s workshop is geared for those that
want to learn the craft of songwriting, develop their
songs, gain confidence in the art, learn collaborative
processes for writing in community, or for those
who are just interested in the art form.

John Hurlbut Ministries is passionate about seeing
people know God and rightly respond to God in
worship. For more than 15 years, John has been
leading musical worship for various churches and
ministries. John Hurlbut Ministries also works
with ministries by offering preaching, Bible
teaching, worship consulting and leadership
development (including staff training) to fit their
needs and align with ministry goals.

Songwriter workshop meetings are designed to be
held monthly in order for each participant to
integrate the skills learned into new song creation.
Throughout the course of the month, each member
is committing to help one another grow in the
writing process and be accountable to song
deadlines.
The Mission of the Group:
The mission of the group is to grow in the craft of
songwriting and personal worship through group
collaboration within creative processes. Personal
growth will be achieved by reflection and
expression of ideas through lyrics. The realized goal
is writing music and songs of all genres that will
minister to the needs of people with relevance.

John Hurlbut is President of John Hurlbut
Ministries, a ministry that partners with pastors by
providing ministry leadership to local churches.
John has a B.A. in Communication Studies from
The University of North Texas, a Graduate
Certificate in Youth Ministry from Fuller
Theological Seminary, and a Master’s of Theology
from Dallas Theological Seminary.

JOHN HURLBUT MINISTRIES
2601 CANYON BAY MCKINNEY, TX 75070
469-583-7592
WWW.JHMINISTRIES.NET

† WHY WRITE SONGS? ¢
I have heard it said that everybody has a
story to tell; that everybody has a song to
sing. No one can deny the power of the
preceding truism and the potent effect of
words and music blended to tell a story. So
why do we write songs? We write songs to
move people, and even more profoundly, we
write songs to move the heart of God.

Learn, Laugh, Produce Art.
Learning Together
In the songwriter’s workshop we will learn the art
of songwriting together. Learning by creating (or
doing) takes each person involved through the
difficulty of the songwriting process - attempting
to distill personal experience & convey the human
condition through a song. Along the way, each
participant will encounter the struggles of
songwriting, yet, we will persevere together,
develop our skills as writers, and ultimately grow
in our craft. By learning together, we learn from
each other and become a creative community.

Cost to Participate
Less than
10 People

$35 Per person.
Includes Notebook

10 - 20
People

$30 Per person.
Includes notebook

20 or more

$25 Per Person.

The Power of Community in the
Creative Process
The safest place to embark on the journey of
songwriting is in the cocoon of community. The
commitment of community acts as a harbor in the
tempestuous seas of songwriting; offering a safe
place to share ideas, inspiration, poetry, love, fear,
and the gamut of emotions that life brings. Writing
in community provides multiple perspectives on
lyrics and life that help a writer see beyond
themselves, ultimately for the benefit of their
audience. The creative writing process, subjected
to a group, proves to be beneficial in draft revision,
melodic revision, lyric choice, and memorability.

Do You have Something to Say?

Who should Participate?

“The world don’t need any more songs...There’s
enough songs for people to listen to, if they want to
listen to songs. For every man, woman and child
on earth, they could be sent, probably, each of
them, a hundred records, and never be repeated.
There’s enough songs.

Anyone, over the age of 13 can participate. You do
not need to know how to write music or play an
instrument. All you need is a desire to learn,
reflect, create, receive comments, and grow!

Unless someone’s gonna come along with a pure
heart and has something to say. Now that’s a
different story.”
-Bob Dylan

Do You Emphasize a particular type
of song?
I do not try to emphasize a particular type of song
in the workshop. Although most of my
songwriting is in the church music genre, I make
an effort to cover pop music, ballads, church music
(hymns and contemporary worship), country, and
folk music.

Workshop Topics Include:
Uncovering the Elements of a Song
Crafting a Catchy Chorus
Creating Verse is S.I.M.P.L.E.
Making a Memorable Melody
Songwriting Roundtable

